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To Cong. Evelio "Bing" Leonardia, Mayor Monico 0. Puentevella,
other public officials present, the outgoing and incoming Presidents,
officers and directors of the Rotary Clubs of Bacolod- East, Bacolod-West
and Bacolod-Central of the Rotary International District 3850, the
District Governors, Past District Governors, Assistant Governors,
Rotarians, all the new members, theft spouses, and friends, a very festive
evening to all of you!

It is my pleasure and honor to bear witness to the beginning of the
term of incoming leaders and officers of the Rotary Clubs of District
3850, because it gives me the opportunity tto share this new beginning
with them and with all of you present here today.

The last time I spoke before a Rotary District, I was about to go
through the process of having my appointment as Secretary of Justice
confirmed which, for the first time, I was told, was broadcast over
national television. Perhaps there is no adequate way to fully express the
whole gamut of thoughts and feelings that one goes through in a
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situation like that: to be put before the whole world and be judged; but, I
must say, too, that hurdling such a test - without having to compromise
one's principles by currying to anyone's favor - is perhaps one of the
most fulfilling experiences of my career and life. It was made all the
more meaningful, knowing that my appointment was weighed, not based
on empty promises or flowery visions and pledges for the future, but on
four years' worth of track record and concrete accomplishments.
Whatever strain I may have had to go through, I must say that the result
- gaining the vote of the members of the Commission on Appointment,
on top of the trust and confidence reposed upon me by the President,
was truly invigorating and provided a much-needed morale boost given
everything that I and the DOJ still have to hurdle in the future.

Therefore, I can speak from experience that it is truly a humbling
and inspiring feeling to have been given the mandate to lead. I have
been serving as Secretary of Justice for just a few days short of four full
years and, in that time, my life - and I say "life" rather than "professional
life" because, honestly, public service, and more so public service in the
DOJ, is of such a nature that it cannot help but take over one's whole life
- has been one great and challenging journey that has, at times, brought
me feelings of great fulfillment and great frustration... oftentimes both
simultaneously.. It, at times, raises the question why I put myself
through such stress, and forsake the relatively peaceful and more stable
life of a private law practitioner. The answer is simple: it is the endless
possibilities for service.

Service. It is a word that, I believe, everyone present here today
can truly relate to on a personal basis. I know this because I know that
the desire to be of service to society lies at the very core of the Rotary
Club. The one word that brings individuals from diverse professions,
backgrounds and inclinations together, and binds them to a single goal,
thus making the whole stronger and more productive than the sum of all
individual parts.

Perhaps this commonality - between the aims and the very raison
d'etre of this organization, and my own motivations and sources of
strength and will to go on - is the reason why I enjoy participating in
Rotary events such as this. In you I sense kindred spirits - those who
know what duty and responsibility lies behind the privilege of PQI being
marginalized, of having personal autonomy, economic means and social
status. The duty and responsibility not to use such privileges to
subjugate the less fortunate but, on the contrary, to help and serve
because we could.
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That is the reason why I am in public service. I have long realized
that public service is not where one goes to seek wealth, power and fame.
Public service is where one goes to devote oneself to a higher cause: of
giving those who have less in life the chance for a better tomorrow.

The revelations of the past year, however, have cast light on the
revolting hypocrisy of some individuals - those who put up appearances
of being spiritual and very much engaged in charitable work, but
apparently have been engaged in scams that siphon hundreds of millions
of pesos of public funds into the pockets of a corrupt few. Charitable
work is not the soap with which we cleanse our hands or assuage our
guilt.

Such hypocrisy is only rivalled by the temerity of those who run for
office, promising the people the moon and the stars, but who, after being
confronted with the blatant misuse and plunder of public funds
entrusted to their care, expect to be given a pass by passing the buck to
their staff or subordinates. Where are these people's sense of
accountability? There is a reason why we have a saying: fool me once,
shame on you; fool me twice, shame on me. So, perhaps, the better
question is where are these people's shame for the massive and repetitive
robbery of our public coffers over the course of several years?

They claim innocence. Yet, if that is true, I wonder why, until now,
even months after being confronted with the evidence that public funds
did not go to the projects and beneficiaries for which they were intended,
none of them have made efforts to discharge their duty and find out for
themselves what happened to the money, where it went, and where it all
went wrong? Unfortunately, instead of putting public interest ahead of
their own, they have been too preoccupied saving their own skin, thus
forgetting, once again, who the real victims are: the public they promised
to serve.

I feel great passion in pursuing this and other similar cases of
corruption and abuse in government service - whether it involves
misuse of public funds, or attempts to circumvent, if not outrightly
violate, laws, such as those governing government procurement, or
practices that encourage smuggling in rice and other commodities, or
those who are complicit in the persistent proliferation of crimes like drug
trafficking, human trafficking, etc. - because, you might say, this is my
way of helping "Light Up" the future of our nation.
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For too long, so-called public servants have been blinded by their
own self-interests, their "unwritten traditions", their "SOPs", their sense
of entitlement and privilege, that, perhaps, they themselves are too much
in the dark to recognize that they are no longer in possession of a
working moral compass. I aim to be instrumental in the shedding of
light into these questionable practices, in questioning the morality of
these traditions and SOPs, to subjecting to scrutiny the practices that
have led to the corrosion of our system of government.

Yet, even now, obstacles are being thrown in our path. But that is
to be expected because, in the words of Theodore Roosevelt, "Nothing in
the world is worth having or worth doing unless it means effort, pain,
difficulty... I have never in my life envied a human being who led an easy
life. I have envied a great many people who led difficult lives and led
them well."

For me, there are many signs that reassure me that we, in the DOJ,
are, in fact, doing something worth doing in pursuit of something worth
having. Gaining the nod of the Commission on Appointments based on
4 years of actual track record was one, but, ironically, so is the fact that
people are coming out of the woodwork seemingly keen on transforming
the Department of Justice into a toothless tiger.

It is truly a wonder why it is now, when the wheels of justice are
actually turning, when the veil that hides the corruption that has gone all
the way up to the highest echelons of power has been lifted, that there
are calls to declaw the DOJ by, among others, removing from its ambit
the administration of the Witness Protection Program (WPP), allegedly
in order to insulate it from partisan politics.

Where, pray tell, do they intend to place it? In the legislature,
which aside from the fad that its role under the Constitution is to
legislate and not execute laws, is itself, by nature, not immune from
partisan politics? In the judiciary, whose role is to impartially adjudicate
cases and, therefore, by nature, will be prejudging a case if it also
administers the WPP? Or, perhaps, in another office within the
Executive? If so, what was wrong with the logical and reasonable
placement of the WPP under the DOJ in the first place? Especially
considering that it is the Department mandated to prosecute criminal
cases and, therefore, is the most logical administrator of the WPP, as it
is, in fact, the case in other jurisdictions, including in the United States?
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It's truly curious because these people never had a problem with
the WPP being under the DOJ all those years when no case as high-
profile as the PDAF and Malampaya cases had ever been filed. Likewise,
I recall that certain people never had a problem when Hold Departure
Orders and Watch List Orders were being issued by the DOJ, but it
suddenly became an issue when the subject was the very same former
President whose own alter ego, her own Secretary of Justice, who
ironically issued the Department Circular that governed the issuance of
such Orders.

Apparently, it is alright to place powers in a DOJ that does not do
anything noteworthy about such powers, and merely exercises them over
"ordinary" citizens, but not the privileged, the wealthy, the influential or
powerful. When it is exercised under the same terms on the latter, then,
it becomes taboo; then, it becomes oppressive rather than reasonable.
Therefore, they have just acknowledged that their definition of justice is
subject to double standards: the law for the rich is not the same law
applicable to the poor; the rights of the underprivileged are not the same
as the rights of the powerful; there are first-class citizens, and second-
class citizens, depending on one's social, economic and political status.
In other words, they liked it better when nothing was being done to
correct the tainted status quo that has diseased our nation.

That is what these attempts to defang, declaw and silence the DOJ
is all about. And I take them as proof that we are doing our job; that we
have succeeded in stirring up the proverbial hornet's nest. And, for that
reason, I am invigorated to pursue these cases rather than back down.

I am not, however, blind to the possibilities that power can be
abused and misused, but if the answer is to take away power, we might
as well abolish our government and live in anarchy because any power
placed in the wrong hands can and will be abused and misused. Hence,
the answer is not to take away power, but for the people to be vigilant in
exercising their own power of oversight over their elected leaders and
their appointees. That is just one reason why I likewise encourage the
active participation of the private sector - the business sector, the youth,
and even religious orders - to do their part in keeping public servants in
line and in helping them achieve our collective goals.

I, thus, wholeheartedly and eagerly welcome this opportunity to
engage the active participation of an institution as established and as
highly reputed as the Rotary Club, with memberships composed of
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socially aware and responsible professionals, who have great potential
for fostering and driving social change.

This is not an endeavor to be undertaken by the government alone,
let alone a single government agency like the DOJ. This is something
that we - in the public and private sector - have to work towards
together, and I look towards all of you, who are present here today, to
take on that challenge with me.

In truth, I feel a very deep kinship with the theme for this Rotary
Year, "Light Up Rotary," because I think it takes a keen sense of self-
awareness and, above all, honesty to admit that, in this day and age,
there are still aspects of our society that are still languishing in the
shadows and the dark. The continued existence of polio - an affliction
that, as noted by Rotary International President Gary CX. Huang, is
realistically eradicable in the next few years - is but one of those things
that we can address to "Light Up" the world we live in. Yet, I would
encourage you to embrace the broader message of his message, which he
best explained when he quoted Confucius as saying, "To put the world
in order, we must first put the nation in order; to put the
nation in order, we must first put the family in order; to put
the family in order; we must first cultivate our personal life;
we must first set our hearts right."

Indeed, we must put our hearts right. But, just as importantly, we
must refuse power to those whose hearts are not set right. There are two
baffles being waged: one is a judicial baffle being fought in court; one is a
baffle about public trust, confidence and mandate, which is fought where
it counts: in the minds of the sovereign Filipino people, where there
should never be any more room for corruption and those who thrive in it.

I have often wondered why there are corrupt people in the world:
those who let greed and hunger for power get in the way of their
becoming better leaders, public servants, citizens or simply being decent
human beings. I realized that, perhaps, they are chasing immortality.
They perhaps feel that they need to compensate for their limitations by
accumulating as much wealth, power and fame as possible. However, in
their quest for such ephemeral things, they betray their own weakness
and theft ultimate downfall.

Take the historical subject of the famous sonnet of Percy Bysshe
Shelley, Ozyrnandias, for example. The poem, which was inspired by a
large fragment of a once colossal statute of Ozymandias, otherwise
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known as Ramesses II of Ancient Egypt, depicts how fruitless it is to
chase immortality through material things. All empires collapse, all men
must die, and even the so-called Egyptian King of Kings himself ended
up mummified in a tomb -

"Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.

Yet, it is not precisely true that he failed to achieve immortality -
after all, his name survives even after the passage of three thousand
years. The important thing to understand, I believe, is that it wasn't his
wealth that lived on, but his deeds. It just goes to show that what truly
matters is the good that one accomplishes with his or her life - and I
think those who devote themselves to service, such as the members of
the Rotary Club, are the ones on the right track.

You are among those who will light up this nation, and relegate
those who are unworthy to serve to the annals of history, where they will
be remembered for their betrayal of the public trust.

Let us embrace our respective roles and, to borrow the words of
Confucius, set our hearts right, put the nation in order, and light up the
future.

Thank you and I wish a very productive term to all the newly
inducted officials of the Rotary Clubs!
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